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We are delighted to share our programme for the 
academic year 2021-22 
We believe that it is now more important than ever to reaffirm our Escola 
Global values and to be clear about what we stand for going forwards. We 
have taken time to refresh and strengthen our values and will continue to 
do so over the coming months.

Our Values
We are Escola Global and it is in our name! 
We are committed to global sustainability. This will influence everything 
we do, in our learning, in our resources, in our environment (inside and 
outside) and in our community.

Our families are truly global 35% Spanish, 25% English, 25% German and 
15% from all around the world!

We offer a curriculum focused on ‘inspiring compassionate learners and 
changemakers’, ensuring our youngsters are inspired today and prepared 
for tomorrow. Youngsters who can identify what needs to be done and 
also how to bring about change.

«Inspiring Compassionate 
Learners and Changemakers»

General 
Our fees remain the same in 2021-22 as we are sensitive to the financial 
challenges faced by many of our families.

Our maximum class size is 25 though we expect the majority of our classes 
to have around 20 students.

In general, primary classes will be organised in single year groups though 
there may be times when composite classes are required.

We focus on providing as much continuity of staffing as possible and will 
always update families with any changes.

Escola 
Global

www.escola-global.com

http://www.escola-global.com
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Inspiring Learning Zone
Our Early Years learning zone is equipped with resources to inspire young 
imaginations and encourage active learning in the following areas:

● Personal, social and emotional development
● Physical development
● Communication and Language
● Literacy
● Maths
● Understanding the world around us
● Creativity

Activities revolve around a number of workstations, both indoors and out, 
each equipped differently with a common goal of providing a range of 
experiences for each child regardless of their preferred learning styles.
Nursery 1 and 2 are taught as one class group while Reception is taught 
separately.

Early Years

www.escola-global.com
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Project based learning (PBL) is at the heart of our 
methodology. 
The curriculum is organised into themes linking several subjects. This 
cross-curricular topic often incorporates a ‘driving question’ to stimulate 
enquiring minds.

Outdoor Learning
Maximising opportunities for learning outdoors is a fundamental value. 
We make the most of our superb location and are constantly improving 
our learning zone. Our location in Parc Bit ensures we can instill a love of 
nature and our site affords us the perfect opportunity to weave the natural 
world into our curriculum.

Primary
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Transition to Secondary
In upper Key Stage 2 (Years 5 & 6) we begin preparations for the 
transition into Secondary. The unique arrangement of our classrooms 
allows this transition to be smooth and natural.

Children have increasing contact with Secondary staff through subjects 
such as Science, Art, ICT and Music. They get to know their way around 
the Secondary department and begin to build relationships with their 
future teachers.

Communication
Communication with our families is important to us. 
Class Dojo gives families regular updates about life in school and 
provides an invaluable link between families and class teachers through 
its messaging system.
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Secondary

Project Based Learning. PBL is still a cornerstone for KS3 moving 
gradually to a more exam oriented approach in KS4. 
We are continually improving our work in this area as we integrate the 
experience new staff bring to our team. Research and work around 
sustainability will be some of the themes of our new projects.

Personal and Social development. 
PSHE/Citizenship develops personal, social, health and emotional skills in 
order to help our growing youngsters become more self-aware and play 
an effective role in society. This is an important subject and will be 
delivered by their own tutors once a week.

Weekly wellbeing lessons will be now part of the curriculum. These 
sessions will include mindfulness, exam stress management and career 
orientation among others.

Student Voices matter and we will establish a Student Council involving 
students from Year 6 upwards. We will facilitate involvement in 
volunteering and continue to support chosen
charities.

Communication. ClickEdu is the communication tool for parents 
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and teachers and the main platform to post the progress of each student via 
the report cards.

IGCSEs. Our IGCSEs optional subjects will reflect our values wherever 
possible and will always be targeted to each year group entering KS4. Our 
programme will vary from one year to another based on our Year 9 student 
consultations. If there is sufficient demand (and at additional cost) we hope 
to extend our offer in KS4 by adding IGCSE subjects beyond those selected 
by the majority of the students. We can provide after school/Saturday 
morning sessions in an even wider range of subjects based on a minimum 
number of students (internal or external) and teacher availability.

Sixth Form - Study Centre. Our school is in the process of 
obtaining the license for a Sixth Form/Study Centre. We hope to open this in 
September 2022, beginning with Year 12. In 2023 this group will move 
forwards into Year 13. Our Study Centre will continue to focus on our values 
and offer more than traditional A levels

Science Laboratory. We are already working towards having a 
Science Laboratory ready for September 2021 which will enhance our Science 
provision for studies and future A levels.
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English

Early Years
Although English is the main language of 
instruction at Escola Global, when youngsters 
arrive with us in Nursery 1 they are surrounded by 
play and playmates from many different 
backgrounds making this the perfect environment 
for tiny, global citizens to flourish. It is also a 
chance for them to develop an appreciation of 
languages and an opportunity to begin to acquire 
communication skills.

Primary
English is a prerequisite for successfully accessing 
the British National Curriculum. However 
youngsters can join us with little or no English up 
to the end of Year 2. From Year 3 onwards, having 
sufficient English is essential although we will 
look at each case individually.

Secondary
English proficiency is a prerequisite to access 
secondary curriculum so in most cases it will not 
be possible to accept students with no English. 
However we will look at each case
individually and assess students on English 
proficiency before a final decision is made.

Spanish

Early Years
Early Years children have lessons in Spanish and 
Catalan and, as in other subjects at this stage, 
they learn through play, songs and stories.

Primary
In Year 1 Spanish and Catalan lessons continue (3 
Spanish, 1 Catalan, 1 Sociales). From Year 2 
onwards, they follow the mandatory Spanish 
curriculum with 3 Spanish lessons, 3 Catalan 
lessons and 1 Sociales lesson per week.

Secondary
In Y7 children continue their journey through the 
Spanish curriculum as they do in primary.
From Year 8 onwards, students that do not hold 
Spanish citizenship have the option to stop
Catalan lessons. However if they choose to do this 
they will not be eligible for the Spanish
ESO Certificate at the end of Y11. This means they 
will be unable to attend any public
Spanish school or Spanish university.

German

Lessons for native German students (and other 
students who meet the entry level assessment) 
will continue to be offered if there is sufficient 
demand. These lessons will be for students 
from Y5 to Y9, outside of school hours at no 
additional cost.

The IGCSE German course will be continued 
with our Year 11 students but has not been 
selected as an option by our current Year 9 
students.

Languages
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Our Early Years and Reception classes have sports lessons here on campus 
with our Sports teacher.

Primary and Secondary students travel to our partner UIB (Universidad de las 
Baleares) for their Physical Education classes, including swimming.

In addition at set times of the year and as part of the additional sports 
curriculum, extra activities such as sailing, horse-riding and golf are 
organised with partner organisations.

Our ESCOLA GLOBAL PROGRAMME provides a summary of our plans for the 
academic year 2021-22 and further details about our school can be found 
on our website www.escola-global.com

Sport
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